
Prof Himla Soodyall (ASSAf EO) was invited to speak on a panel discussion during an international seminar series hosted

by Life Science Across the Globe (LSAG), which is jointly organized by eight sister institutes on five continents

(Janelia/HHMI, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories (CSHL), U. Buenos Aires/CONICET, MRC-Laboratory of Molecular Biology,

EMBL, IDM-Cape Town, National Centre for Biological Science-Bangalore, and Center for Life Sciences - Beijing).

The theme for the 7th July talk was “Human Origins and Culture”, which was moderated by Prof Sarah Tishkoff (David

and Lyn Silfen University Professor in the Departments of Genetics and Biology at the University of Pennsylvania) and

included two other panelists, Prof David Reich (Professor of Genetics and HHMI Investigator, Harvard Medical School,

US) and Dr K. Thangaraj (Director, Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics, Hyderabad, India). The talks, which

are intended to bring together scientists from around the world to discuss stimulating and impactful topics of
international interest, lived up to these expectations (https://lifescienceacrosstheglobe.org/; refer to the 7 July posting).

The focus of her talk was to highlights some aspects on genomics and society. She contextualized the impact of

militarisation of the San who were used as trackers by the South African Defense Force, when Namibia was still under

South African control, in the war against Angola in the mid 1970s. By 1978 over 12,000 soldiers and their families were

associated with the military. Following Namibia’s independence in 1990, the San soldiers and their families were

translocated by the Omega Base in the Caprivi Area to Schmidsdrift, 100 km north of Kimberly, and later from there to

Platfontein, 10 km from Kimberly. The San have been marginalised in many ways over the years, and still are sought after
for many research studies. In 2017 the San published a “San Code of Research Ethics”.

Himla stressed the importance of respect for individuals who volunteer to participate in research studies, and that “we

have a responsibility to contribute to advancing the plight of the marginalized in whichever way we can”. Research

should not be done at the expense of society but in promoting the quality of life of all.
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Himla Soodyall spoke on “The nexus between genes, genealogies and

history: an African perspective” in which she outlined how genomic

studies done by her group have shown why the living San and Khoe

people from southern Africa carry some of the most ancient genomic

sequences found in living people throughout the world. She then

showed how migrations within the African continent has resulted in the

spread of genetic variation and gene admixture among the different

populations in the sub-Saharan African regions.

Dr Thangaraj spoke on “Human origin, culture and consequences: South

Asian Perspectives”. He reported that Indian populations are unique and

show great diversity in physical appearance, language (Dravidians,

Austro-Asiatic, Tibeto-Burman and Indo-European) and social structures

(castes and non-castes, with further stratification within them). He referred

to India as an “ethnic museum”, with “4,635 populations, 532 tribes, and

72 primitive tribes”. Genetic studies have shown that the first wave of

migrations from Africa into India some 65,000 years ago could be traced

in people from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (Science, 2005). In

addition, people from the Northern parts of India intermixed with people

from the Southern parts early on contributed to admixture of these gene

pools in populations throughout India. He added that in some

communities where consanguineous marriage customs prevailed, rare

diseases like progressive pseudo rheumatoid dysplasia (PPD) resulted.
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Answering the question about the ancestry of British people today, he reported that the Last Glaxial Maximum (LGM),

which occurred ~27,000 – 17,000 years ago, led to the depopulation of Britain. Taking this into consideration, then

Cheddar Man, the oldest skeleton found ~10,000 years ago, would represent 100% of the gene pool of hunter-gatherers

living at this time. As migrations of people from other regions into the area took place, he reported that around 6,000 BP,

90% of this hunter-gatherer gene pool would have been replaced by the incoming farmers (1% of the gene pool after

the LGM); at 4,500 BP, 90% replaced by the Steppe immigration (0.1%); at 2,900 BP, 50% replaced in the Late Bronze Age

(0.05%) and by 1,600 BP, 40% replacement in the Saxon Period (0.003%).

How much of this hunter-gatherer gene pool is found among the British today? He reported that <1 in 3000 British people

trace their ancestry to Cheddar Man, and <1 in 300 built Stonehenge. His key message from the presentation was that

“descendants living today carry very little of the genetic information of people who lived in the same area in the past.

We are all interconnected and stem from the same common shared ancestry”.

After the three panelists completed their presentations, a questions and answers session followed which was facilitated

by Sarah Tishkoff. Given that the audience included life science researchers at all career stages, all panelists availed

themselves for the session with graduate students and postdocs after the main part of the meeting.
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David Reich spoke on “The Ancient DNA Revolution in Our Understanding

of the Past: The Case of Britain” in which he discussed how ancient DNA

studies from 670 individuals have reshaped our understanding of the

ancestry of “White people” living in Britain today. We are led to believe

that people who look the same are genetically the same as well. Western

Europeans, he reported, showed ancestries derived from four sources

which he called “Western European foragers, Eastern foragers, Levant

farmers and Iran farmers”. If one where to take a snapshot of genomes of

living people around a time predating 8,000 years ago, or around 6,000

and 4,000 years ago, their genetic make-up reflected varying degrees of

contributions from these four ancestral sources. In Europe, at around

8,500 – 5,000 years ago, the gene pool of people was linked to two

sources which he refers to as “farmers” and “hunter-gathers”. Following

another migration by Yamnaya Steppe pastoralists within the last 5,000
years, there was substantial mixing of gene pools between the farmers
and the latter immigrants.


